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Twitter represents the nearest we have to the tribal sounds of the global stadium and the Club Social
Top 25 posts show fan engagement* with the popular types of chants, jokes, objections and
remonstrations we used to hear on the terraces, not so long ago.
The Club Social Rankings benchmark clubs by engagements per post^. The more followers an account has,
the more engagements a club should attract. This month Arsenal attract more engagements per post than
Man Utd fans from fewer followers.

POST GENRES:
WELCOME
CELEBRA TE
REJOICE
COMMEMORA TE

When a new player arrives at a club the messaging style tends to be iconic and graphical
The Happy Birthday post is a guaranteed crowd pleaser
A jubilant display reserved for big moments like trophy wins and club promotions
The tribute is an immediate, authentic, sometimes emotional farewell

TYFSML

Meme trend: thank you for changing / saving my life

ACTI ON

Video flashes can augment and conclude a hard afternoon’s matchday commentary

CA MA RADERIE
PARTING COMP ANY

When a club or player supports another’s decision or shares emotion or sentiment
One poignant photo is sometimes all that is needed

RESULT

A club win, particularly one over a close rival, is often celebrated with studio-grade graphics

EMP ATHY

Football is not only about the beautiful game and can chime with more tragic life moments

ADMIN BANTER
Hi SHi G

The club social media account moderator aka Admin is usually a skilful editorial voice
Meme trend: How it Started, How it’s Going.

* Engagements for a single post are a sum of the native Twitter metrics: Likes + shares (retweets).
^ Engagements per-post are an average of this for all posts during the date range for the account.
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25. Manchester United
CE LEB R A T E

The Club Social Top 25 counts down with Premier League
applause for Bruno Fernandes who wins the #PL Player of the
Month (December '20).

24. Chelsea
CE LE B R A T E

Belgian winger Eden Hazard turned 30 on January 7 and received
warm regards from his old London club and their fans.

23. Manchester United
CAM AR A D E R I E

A short video clip showing 'togetherness' and team-mates'
support raises objections on Twitter over disregard for social
distancing on the pitch and the comments generally becoming
a kind of doomscroll.

22. Arsenal
CAM AR A D E R I E

Arsenal's prayers for Pierre-Emerick Auibameyang's return to
full-time training are answered on deadline day.

21. Chelsea
WE LC O M E
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The creative graphic heradling the appointment of Thomas
Tuchel as headcoach looks like a Netflix artboard to promote a
Bourne Identity-style adventure movie. Maybe that's the idea.

20. Manchester United
PART I N G COM P A N Y

Odion Jude Ighalo was on loan to Man Utd up until the end of
January and after he posted his farewell message, the Reds
responded with this warmhearted message. Best practice when
parting company.

19. Manchester United
WE LCOM E

Signed. Sealed. Delivered. Is bettered by a clever fan who writes:
"Stevie Wonder when Is This The Way To Amad Diallo is
staring you in the face." And he didn't even get an official 'like'!

18. Manchester City
WE LCOM E

The first of many welcome tweets to new
Norwegian, on-loan signing.
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17. Manchester City
T Y F SM L

It could have just been another Admin Banter post but the
meme format took off, gaining significant popularity in late
November 2020 earning a new category in Club Social.

16. Arsenal
W E LCOM E

The second of four wins for Arsenal's on-loan signing,
with this subtle upsell to the apparel store.

15. Aston Villa
CAM AR A D E R I E

In January 2021, after a Coronavirus outbreak in the first team,
the entire Villa youth team was used for a first team game
against Liverpool in the FA cup 3rd round. The young team
scored the first goal with palpable elation, on and off the pitch.

14. Manchester United
RE J O I C E

Jubilant full-time post acts as an upsell to the official club app.
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13. Manchester United
AD M I N BA N T E R

The emoji would probably have been enough to
communicate the relief of Man Utd beating Aston
Villa on the first day of 2021, despite the
midlanders outpassing and possessing and the
home side receiving x4 yellow cards.

12. Manchester United
Hi SH i G

The meme of 2020 continues into the new year with a youth
academy snap of Scott Francis McTominay with his mum,
dad and Sir Alex Ferguson.

11. Arsenal
WE LCOM E

New Norwegian on-loan attacking midfielder Martin Ødegaard
receives the iconic video welcome with a soundtrack from
Nutty P, perhaps aimed at attracting a younger fanbase.

10. Manchester United
RE SU LT

A Happy New Year feeling goes into the one-word,
block-capital release on January 1 after beating Aston
Villa at home. The post has since been recycled and
reinvented as a reaction photo.

9. Tottenham Hotspur
AD M I N BA N T E R
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Lighthearted, almost childlike statement of fact probably
best summed up by a fan who writes:
"When you let the intern tweet".
Intern or not, it is simple and very effective.

8. Burnley
RE S U LT

Data storytelling at its simplest.

7. Arsenal
PART I N G COM P A N Y

Best wishes and a characteristic video montage
of the Assist King's abilities frame the extended
farewell to the Arsenal legend.

6. Arsenal
W E LCOM E

A warm welcome for Norwegian wunderkind Martin Ødegaard,
on loan to the club until the summer.

5. Chelsea
PART I N G COM P A N Y

Compare and contrast with #3.

4. Manchester United
RE J O I C E
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Rooney is given the Old Trafford Legend treatment after
officially becoming permanent Derby boss in January. As
deadline day finishes, The Daily Mail reports he is in touch with
ex-team-mate Ole Gunnar Solskjaer to sign centre-back Teden
Mengi on a loan.

3. Chelsea
WE L C O M E

There is a conflicting mix of sentiments from fans reacting to the
incoming coach who took Paris Saint-Germain to the Champions
League final last year.

2. Sheffield United
AD M I N BA N T E R

A smiling face with open mouth and cold sweat emoji is
contribution enough to ignite a Twitter storm after
bottom-of-the-table Blades' win away to Manchester
United.

The sentiment temperature was close to boiling with
MCFC, Chelsea and Leeds fans remonstrating alongside Man
Utd supporters at the outrage of the innocent relief emoji.

1. Arsenal
COMMEMO RAT E

1

Arsenal say farewell to Mesut Özil as he seals the
Fenerbahce move and in the accompanying website
tribute he says "the support I have felt from the team and
fans during my time here has been truly incredible."
Meanwhile on the Assist King's personal account he
addresses arch critic and TV pundit, Piers Morgan by
tweeting a picture of his 'Poop on Piers' toilet roll,
captioned: “Piers, I took this with me from London to
Istanbul to remind me of you!"
The lighthearted tweet looks set to overtake the
performance of the more solemn #1 Gunners salute.
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